Molecular Pathways: New Signaling Considerations When Targeting Cytoskeletal Balance to Reduce Tumor Growth
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Abstract

The dynamic balance between microtubule extension and actin contraction regulates mammalian cell shape, division, and motility. This balance has made the cytoskeleton an attractive and very successful target for cancer drugs. Numerous compounds in clinical use to reduce tumor growth cause microtubule breakdown (vinca alkaloids, colchicine-site, and halichondrins) or hyperstabilization of microtubules (taxanes and epothilones). However, both of these strategies indiscriminately alter the assembly and dynamics of all microtubules, which causes significant dose-limiting toxicities on normal tissues. Emerging data are revealing that posttranslational modifications of tubulin (deacetylation) or microtubule-associated proteins (Tau, Aurora kinase) may allow for more specific targeting of microtubule subsets, thereby avoiding the broad disruption of all microtubule polymerization. Developing approaches to reduce tumor cell migration and invasion focus on disrupting actin regulation by the kinases SRC and ROCK. Because the dynamic balance between microtubule extension and actin contraction also regulates cell fate decisions and stem cell characteristics, disrupting this cytoskeletal balance could yield unexpected effects beyond tumor growth. This review will examine recent data demonstrating that cytoskeletal cancer drugs affect wound-healing responses, microtubule-dependent reattachment efficiency, and stem cell characteristics in ways that could affect the metastatic potential of tumor cells, both beneficially and detrimentally. Clin Cancer Res; 21(23); 5209–14. ©2015 AACR.

Background

Microtubules (MT) consist of polymers of α-tubulin and β-tubulin that originate through nucleation with γ-tubulin localized at the centrosome in the cell center. The growing MT polymer of α/β-tubulin extends outward from the centrosome toward the plasma membrane (Fig. 1, green arrows). A cortical network of actin filaments supports the cytoplasmic face of the plasma membrane, and contraction of these filaments by myosin motor proteins provides an inward force (Fig. 1, red arrows). Continuous pressure of MTs against the contracting actin cortex moves the MT polymerization origin at the centrosome toward the cell center, by pushing against all edges of the cell. Elegant seminal experiments showed that this balancing of MT forces allows the centrosome to find the center of a plate well, even when it is not enclosed within a cell (1). To enable cell division, duplication of the MT centrosome allows the mitotic spindle to form as a scaffold for chromosome segregation, as well as providing a new cell center for the two resulting daughter cells. These critical roles in chromosome segregation and cell division have made MTs the most commonly targeted cytoskeletal system for cancer therapeutics (2).

Two general strategies exist to inhibit MT function for cancer therapy, by either disrupting polymer assembly or hyperstabilizing the polymer (2). Both approaches disrupt MT dynamics by tipping the continuous balance of assembly/disassembly toward one end of the spectrum, which results in reduced tumor growth and the induction of apoptosis (Fig. 1, top blue box). Intriguingly, the numerous therapies that are used to target MTs, all bind to the β-tubulin subunit and there are no compounds yet available that target the α-tubulin subunit (2). MT-destabilizing compounds currently in clinical use fall into three classes, based on their natural origin and binding site on the β-tubulin subunit (Fig. 1, light green box): Vinca alkaloids (vinblastine and vincristine), Colchicine-site (colchicine and combretastatin) or halichodrins (eribulin and E7389). MT-stabilizing compounds are similarly classified according to their source and binding site on β-tubulin (Fig. 1, dark green box): taxanes (paclitaxel, docetaxel, and cabazitaxel), epothilones (ixabepilone, epothilone-B, and sapogilone) and discodermalide (2). Because each MT compound also originated as a natural product (2) from either plants (vinca alkaloids, taxanes, and colchicine-site) or halichodrins (eribulin and E7389). MT-stabilizing compounds are similarly classified according to their source and binding site on β-tubulin (Fig. 1, dark green box): taxanes (paclitaxel, docetaxel, and cabazitaxel), epothilones (ixabepilone, epothilone-B, and sapogilone) and discodermalide (2). Because each MT compound also originated as a natural product (2) from either plants (vinca alkaloids, taxanes, and colchicine-site), bacteria (epothilones), or marine sponges (halichodrins and discodermalide), this selectivity for the β-tubulin subunit likely reflects the exposure of β-tubulin at the rapidly growing plus end of the MT polymer. This β-tubulin selectivity has important clinical consequences, because mutation or alternative expression of the seven β-tubulin isotypes allows tumors to develop resistance to MT-directed therapies, with the most prominent being upregulation of the βIII-tubulin isotype, which confers resistance to both vinca alkaloids and taxanes (3). In addition, because all current
MT therapies broadly target the fundamental polymerization activity of β-tubulin, these drugs affect overall MT dynamics in every cell type, thereby affecting normal tissue functioning (2, 4). The resulting side effects, including neutropenia and peripheral neuropathy, are clinically significant and have caused dose-limiting toxicities that required clinical trials with Discodermalide to be discontinued (4). Although there are ongoing efforts to avoid dose-limiting toxicities through the generation of analogs and conjugates of MT compounds (2, 4), the underlying principle of broadly targeting MT polymerization presents a persistent challenge for specificity toward cancer cells.

Targeting actin polymerization in a similarly broad fashion is not clinically feasible, due to the critical role of actin filaments in the contraction of cardiac and skeletal muscle. Unlike the dimeric polymers of α/β-tubulin, actin filaments are composed of monomers of actin isoforms that polymerize in a double-helical conformation (Fig. 1, red lines; ref. 5). The α-actin isoform is exclusively expressed in muscle, whereas the β/γ-actin isoforms are expressed in non-muscle cells. As with MTs, there are numerous natural compounds that either stabilize or depolymerize actin filaments, but structural similarities between different actin isoforms result in toxicities to both muscle and non-muscle cells (6). Likewise, the myosin-II motor protein mediates contraction of actin filaments in both muscle and non-muscle cells, yielding similar challenges to directly targeting myosin-II as a cancer therapy (7). In non-muscle cells, myosin-II assembles in a bipolar arrangement that moves two actin filaments in opposite directions (Fig. 1, blue triangles), yielding an inward contractile tension of the actin cortex on the cell (Fig. 1, red arrows; ref. 7). Strategies to target actin for reducing tumor cell migration and invasion (Fig. 1, bottom blue box) have focused around specific kinases (Fig. 1, red box), such as SRC and Rho-kinase (ROCK), which activate actin contraction by promoting phosphorylation of the regulatory light chain of myosin-II, rather than targeting actin polymerization itself (8, 9). Chemical targeting of SRC tyrosine kinase activity reduces actomyosin contractility, invadopodia formation, and the migration/invasion of many different tumor cell types, and is showing promise in limiting the outgrowth of metastatic lesions (10, 11). Reducing actomyosin contractility through inhibition of ROCK similarly reduces tumor cell migration/invasion and has very recently been shown to reduce the metastatic outgrowth of melanoma (12). As we consider the other potential impacts of targeting actomyosin contractility for cancer treatment, it is nevertheless worth noting that SRC, ROCK, and myosin-II coordinate to form and strengthen the E-cadherin intercellular junctions that are a linchpin of epithelial growth control through contact inhibition (8).

Clinical–Translational Advances

To further advance the clinical effectiveness of cytoskeletal cancer drugs, it will be important to understand the
opportunities to increase specificity and consider recent findings on how altering MT–actin balance clinically affects tumor cell behaviors aside from growth. Although current MT therapies broadly target polymerization through the β-tubulin subunit, posttranslational modifications of α-tubulin and microtubule-associated proteins provide the potential to target specific subsets of MTs that are relevant to disease, rather than all MTs indiscriminately.

The majority of MTs are highly dynamic and turnover rapidly, but smaller groups of highly stabilized MTs (Fig. 1, light blue box) are identified by posttranslational modifications (α-detyrosination and α-acetylation) or MT-associated proteins (Tau) and play critical roles in tumor cell behavior that are connected to disease progression and survival in cancer patients (Fig. 1, orange boxes). Dynamic MTs, which continuously expand from the cell center and have a half-life of approximately 5 minutes, contain a tyrosine residue at the c-terminal end of α-tubulin (Tyr-MT; refs. 13, 14). Selective stabilization is observed in MTs where this tyrosine is removed (α-detyrosination), yielding a subset of MTs (Detyr-MTs) that can persist for as long as 16 hours (13, 14). Reflecting the role for MTs as sensors of cell shape, stabilized DeTyr-MTs orient toward wound edges and are required for efficient directional cell migration to heal the wound (Fig. 1, blue arrows; ref. 15). Clinical studies have shown that DeTyr-MTs are likewise enriched at the invasive fronts of breast tumors in vivo (16) and that elevated α-detyrosination is an indicator of poor prognosis in breast cancer (17). Further supporting a role for α-detyrosination in tumor development, the tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL) that restores the tyrosine on α-tubulin is suppressed in many cancers and loss of TTL can directly promote tumor formation in mouse models (18). TTL is similarly suppressed during the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) that occurs during breast cancer progression (16) and DeTyr-MTs are elevated in breast tumor cells with increased stem cell characteristics (19). For these reasons, the tubulin carboxypeptidase (TCP) that catalyzes α-detyrosination is an attractive target to specifically reduce stabilized DeTyr-MTs (20). However, after many years of searching, several promising TCP candidate genes have been identified (21, 22) but the critical TCP has not yet been definitively established.

Acetylation of lysine-40 on α-tubulin also occurs on the stabilized MTs that regulate cell polarity and directional migration (Fig. 1, light blue box). Recent studies have shown that α-tubulin acetylation predicts poor patient prognosis in head-and-neck cancer (23) and breast cancer (23, 24). Moreover, α-tubulin acetylation promotes the invasion and migration of breast cancer cells and is elevated in metastatic cells from several cancers, including breast (24), pancreatic (25), and head-and-neck (23). Basal-like breast cancers, which are characterized by poor patient survival and high metastasis rates, also demonstrate increased α-tubulin acetylation compared with other breast cancer subtypes (24). Paralleling the observations of stabilized DeTyr-MTs in breast cancer stem-like cells, α-tubulin acetylation can be used as a marker to purge the tumor-initiating subpopulation of pancreatic tumor cells (25). The principal α-tubulin acetyltransferase enzyme (ATAT1) has recently been established (26), providing a target for compounds to selectively target stabilized MTs.

The potential benefits of advancing beyond a broad targeting of MT polymerization can also be appreciated by considering how MT drugs in current clinical use affect tumor cell behaviors aside from growth. First, MT-stabilizing compounds strongly upregulate the posttranslational modifications of α-tubulin (α-detyrosination and α-acetylation) that are linked to increased tumor cell invasion (27), EMT (16), stem cell characteristics (25), poor patient prognosis (17, 23, 24), and metastasis (Fig. 1, orange boxes; refs. 23, 24). Second, the location of tumor cells can influence cellular responses to MT-directed drugs. In free-floating microenvironments, tumor cells form microtentacles, which are MT-based plasma membrane protrusions that extend when cells are detached from extracellular matrix (ECM). In contrast, invadopodia are actin-based protrusions that occur on ECM-attached cells and contain proteolytic enzymes that promote ECM degradation and local invasion (12). Because stabilized MTs serve as mechanical sensors for actin-mediated directional cell migration, it is also notable that a small-molecule screen for inhibitors of tumor cell invadopodia also discovered that taxane-induced MT stabilization strongly increased invadopodia in melanoma, head-and-neck, ovarian and NSCLC cells (11). Microtentacles, on the other hand, promote the re-attachment of detached tumor cells to endothelial monolayers (16) and retention of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the lungs of living mice (28, 29). Microtentacles are supported by stabilized detyrosinated (30) and acetylated MTs (24), so taxane-mediated MT stabilization increases microtentacles and tumor cell reattachment (31). Conversely, MT-desestabilizing compounds reduce the ability of microtentacles to promote the aggregation of free-floating tumor cells (30). Viewed in the light of compelling recent results showing that CTCs, which form aggregates, have up to 50-fold higher metastatic potential (32), it is worthwhile considering how this phenomenon might influence CTCs. Taxane treatment significantly increased lung metastases of injected tumor cells and was also linked to elevated stem cell characteristics, but potential effects on CTC clustering or retention were not examined in this earlier study (33). In addition to upregulation of stem cell characteristics, tumor cells become resistant to taxane treatment by overexpressing the Tau MT-associated protein which stabilizes MTs and competes with taxanes for binding to β-tubulin (34). However, Tau also promotes microtentacles and tumor cell lung retention that could account for enrichment of Tau in metastatic tumors (29). Careful monitoring shows that CTCs in breast cancer patients can increase up to 1,000-fold during neoadjuvant taxane treatment and that patients with increasing CTC levels have a 25-fold higher recurrence risk (35). Because the current detection limit for clinical imaging is a tumor foci of approximately 10 million cells (36), it will be important to develop methods that are capable of distinguishing whether primary tumor shrinkage during neoadjuvant therapy is occurring due to tumor cell death or tumor cell scattering. This may be particularly relevant in cancers with different modes of dissemination, like ovarian cancer, where more than four cycles of neoadjuvant taxane treatment actually leads to a significantly higher recurrence risk (RR, 3.05; P < 0.001; ref. 37). Nevertheless, evidence remains very strong that breast cancer patients who show a pathologic complete response after neoadjuvant therapy with taxanes do have improved survival (38), but some patient subsets show rapid progression (39) and it is not yet clear how to best distinguish responsive patients before neoadjuvant therapy begins (40).

Several routes exist to move beyond broadly targeting MT polymerization. Screening specifically for inhibitors of DeTyr-tubulin identified parthenolide and costunolide (20), and these compounds can reduce stabilized MTs, microtentacles,
and reattachment without affecting overall MT function (41), which could reduce side effects on normal cells. The recent identification of the primary α-tubulin acetyltransferase (26) now provides a clear molecular target to develop compounds that could selectively reduce α-tubulin acetylation. However, there is no guarantee that specifically targeting stabilized MTs will help avoid side effects like neuropathy, because deacetylated and acetylated MTs are highly enriched in neuronal cell types. Another option is to target specific MT-associated proteins to disrupt critical MT functions, rather than tubulin polymerization itself. Intriguing MT-associated proteins for this focused approach are the Aurora kinases (42), which mediate centrosome duplication and MT spindle positioning. The great interest in targeting these specific MT functions more directly is evident in the ongoing clinical trials from 12 different companies with Aurora kinase inhibitors (43).

Further reflecting the balance between MT expansion and actin contraction, targeting actomyosin contractility produces effects similar to MT stabilization on stem cell characteristics and microtentacles. The kinases SRC and ROCK have clear roles in tumor cell migration and have been proposed as targets to reduce tumor invasion (Fig. 1, red box; ref. 44). Because both SRC and ROCK promote phosphorylation of myosin-II (8), inhibition of either kinase serves to reduce actomyosin contraction and promotes the formation of microtentacles and increased tumor cell reattachment (28, 45). Further supporting MT–actin balance as a sensor of the local microenvironment, reduced actomyosin contraction accelerates cell migration at wound edges in a MT-dependent manner (46). More strikingly, studies in many different cancer cells show that reducing actomyosin contractility by inhibiting ROCK activity strongly promotes stem cell characteristics (47–49). Addition of a small-molecule ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632) to feeder cultures allows indefinite propagation of breast and prostate cancer cells, as well as matched normal tissue, and limiting dilution experiments demonstrated that ROCK inhibition operates via cell reprogramming rather than selective pressure (47). The effect of Y-27632 to promote stem cell characteristics was recapitated in colon cancer cells with a direct inhibitor of myosin-II, blebbistatin, confirming that reprogramming occurs through an effect on actomyosin contractility (49). Studies in human embryonic stem cells used Y-27632 and blebbistatin together with siRNAs against myosin-II heavy chain and myosin-II light chain to demonstrate that releasing actomyosin contractility allows stem cells to survive in detached and dissociated conditions (50). ROCK activation was also shown to regulate the mechanosensation of ovarian cancer cells, which promotes selective growth and migration of ovarian tumor cells in the soft microenvironments that are typical of ovarian cancer metastatic sites (51). Most ROCK inhibitor trials have focused on cardiovascular disease (52) or glaucoma (53). Currently, there is only one active clinical trial using a ROCK inhibitor for cancer, a multikinase inhibitor AT13148 that shows its strongest activity against ROCK1, ROCK2, PKA and p70S6K (54). Preclinical data showed AT13148 inhibited the growth of uterine sarcoma, prostate, lung, and breast tumor cells (54), phase I results presented at the 2015 ASCO meeting show that AT13148 is well-tolerated with oral delivery and demonstrates dose-related hypotension as an on-target effect of inhibiting ROCK in smooth muscle (55). By comparison, 59 clinical trials have been undertaken to date to target the tyrosine kinase SRC for cancer, but clinical results have been largely disappointing (56). Six of these trials have combined SRC inhibitors with taxanes, which would be predicted to synergistically disrupt cytoskeletal balance. One of the first completed phase II studies that combines a SRC inhibitor, saracatinib, with paclitaxel in ovarian cancer showed that progression-free survival was actually worse with the drug combination, although statistical significance was not reached definitively (P = 0.07; ref. 57). Preclinical data continue to indicate that Saracatinib can reduce invadopodia formation and tumor cell extravasation (58), so it is possible that these effects are not detectable with the focus of current clinical trials on tumor growth. Nevertheless, phase II trials with saracatinib as a mono-therapy for cancer were discontinued due to lack of efficacy, but the compound remains under investigation for applications in Alzheimer disease. Because reducing actomyosin contractility can elevate aggressive tumor cell behaviors, an alternative would be to stimulate actomyosin contraction to restore balance to the cytoskeleton. Although there are exceedingly few compounds being tested toward this goal (Fig. 1, bottom left), one very recent high-throughput screen did identify 4-hydroxyacetophenone as a compound capable of restoring cytoskeletal balance by stimulating myosin-II, reducing the invasion and migration of pancreatic tumor cells (59). These pancreatic tumor cells did have very low contractility, which was increased by 4-hydroxyacetophenone, but many tumors already have strong actomyosin contractility (60) that would need to be reduced to rebalance the system. Ultimately, defining where tumor cells reside on the mechanical spectrum (61) may help personalize treatment options to rebalance the cytoskeleton rather than simply pushing cells to one extreme of MT polymerization or actomyosin contractility.

Drugs targeting the cytoskeleton are undoubtedly very effective in reducing tumor growth and can extend patient survival. Continuing to improve cytoskeletal cancer therapies will benefit from identifying more specific targets aside from MT polymerization and broad regulators of actin contraction, as well as clarifying how altering MT–actin balance affects metastatic phenotypes, so that cytoskeletal therapies targeting primary tumor growth do not inadvertently increase metastatic risk.
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